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CLEAR GRIP: The Importance of 
Slip, Trip, and Fall Prevention

For anyone looking to make their home or business safer 
by preventing slip and fall accidents, HandiTreads® 

pose their own slip, trip, and fall hazards. ClearGrip helps 
prevent hospital stays and traumatic injuries that are the 
result of trips, slips, and falls on hard surfaces. 

What are HandiTreads ClearGrip Treads and Tape, and Why Should I Buy Them?
HandiTreads ClearGrip line consists of transparent vinyl non-slip treads and tape rolls that drastically reduce slips, trips, and 
falls. Since the back is covered entirely in adhesive, the treads and tape will not roll or fold over like traditional mats. The 

mop-friendly and works well in both wet and dry environments, making them ideal for bathrooms, kitchens, entryways, and 
staircases. 

Simple User-Friendly Installation

oils, dry the surface completely, peel and stick the strips in place ensuring there are no bubbles where water can be trapped. 
Starting at one end, peel back about an inch of the paper liner, align the tread or tape, and press into place, continue peeling 
back the paper and pressing the mat into place being careful to avoid air bubbles. 
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Only .015” thick 
and prevents 
tripping on 
raised, folded, or 
buckled edges of 
traditional rugs. 

Soft, rubberized 
finish is 
comfortable on 
bare feet and 
animals’ paws.

Require no 
special cleaning 
treatment. 
Vacuum, broom, 
and mop friendly. 
The durable 
adhesive won’t 
peel during 
cleaning. 

Made in the USA 
with high-quality 
materials, unlike 
imported non-slip 
products.

Simple peel and 
stick installation 
for both treads 
and tape rolls.

Easy to trim
with household
scissors to 
shape that 
meet your 
needs.


